Press release 25th November 2022

SKIRI TROPHY XC CALLS FOR TALENTS
SWEET TREATS FOR LITTLE SQUIRRELS

Online registrations open tomorrow for the 39th Skiri Trophy XCountry
CT competitions on January 21st and 22nd along Lago di Tesero’s tracks
Backpack, headband and sweet treats for a powerful race pack
GS Castello sustaining charity with “Tendiamo la mano” since 2006


Skiri Trophy XCountry gathers every year rising stars of cross-country skiing, young athletes ready to show off during two days always full of sport and fun. 
The 39th edition on January 21st and 22nd officially opens registrations tomorrow to young cross-country skiing teams. Val di Fiemme (Italy) is perfect for young athletes, where they can both have fun and challenge themselves. Each category – U10, U12, U14 and U16 – faces a different distance track. This sport event, fully organised and dedicated to these young wannabe-champions, is FIS, FISI and Trentino FISI approved. 
Moreover, the traditional Revival parade takes place on Saturday, bringing back on the snow who has already been a ‘squirrel’ once.
Skiri Trophy XCountry represents an event unifying in sport, with a special attention towards the ones in need: since 2006, the organising committee G.S. Castello has been donating 10% of the registration fee to the charity project “Tendiamo la mano” (“let’s lend a helping hand”). The project sustains long-distance children living under difficult conditions all over the world, according to a specific adoption program together with the association Amici Trentini. It represents a supportive plan to do well and send a strong message, “with the intent – to put it as the OC said – to inspire our many young participants for being active protagonists with first-hand solidarity and effort. To help them to conceive a new mind attitude and a different lifestyle, without borders.” In order to become a champion, one needs perseverance, training and passion, the same the OC has been showing for 40 years.
The race pack is well equipped with a backpack, the iconic headband with the joyful Skiri and many sweet treats. This year, ski-teams can register their young talents exclusively online through the website platform Endu.net, before January 15th with a registration fee of 12€. Those interested in the combined races Skirilonga and Skiri-Minimarcia must fill in the online form.
Skiri Trophy is rich in collateral events: starting Saturday 21st in Castello di Fiemme with the torchlight procession accompanied by the social band of Molina di Fiemme, the tripod lighting and an evocative lights and sounds show. The following day, entertainment keeps on with a prize lottery among participants, ending with the award ceremony and the special recognition to Fedelissimi, those who took part to the last eight editions of the Trophy.
GS Castello awaits you with arms wide open in Lago di Tesero, cross-country skiing “temple” in Italy and in the world. 
Val di Fiemme is ready to hug the next XCO skiing stars.

Info: www.skiritrophy.com

